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Abstract 
The cryptosystem nowadays based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is becoming the trend in public key cryptography. 
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was introduced by Victor Miller and Neil Kolbitz in 1986 is fast replacing the public key 
cryptosystem such as RSA, ElGamal Cryptosystems, etc., as ECC is more complex and thus it provides greater security and more 
efficient performance This paper presents the FPGA implementation of ECC by transforming the text message into an affine 
point called Pm(x, y) on the Elliptic Curve (EC), over the finite field GF (p). Each character in the text message is represented by 
its ASCII value. The ASCII value is mapped to the affine point. These affine points are later mapped again using Matrix 
Mapping method. Later these points are encoded using ElGamal encryption method. And the encoded message can be decrypted 
by ElGamal decryption technique and to get back the original message. The matrix obtained by ElGamal decryption is multiplied 
with the inverse of non-singular matrix, and de-mapping performed to get back the original ASCII Character and this ASCII 
character is converted back to the text message. The entire design is simulated, synthesized and implemented on FPGA. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The electronic world is increasingly influencing our lives. Every day hundreds of thousands of people interact 
electronically through e-mail, e-commerce, e-banking machines, or Smart phones. This has led to an increased 
reliance on the security of information transmitted electronically. Cryptography is a mathematical techniques 
which is related to information security aspects such as confidentiality, authentication of data, integrity of data, 
entity and data origin authentication. Cryptography is not the only means of providing information security, but 
rather a set of techniques. Two types of cryptographic tools are commonly used: secret-key cryptography and 
public-key cryptography. For secret-key cryptography, RC5 and AES are two widely used important 
algorithms, while for public-key cryptography, the vast majority of the products and standards use RSA 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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algorithm based on the integer factorization. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is another approach to public-
key cryptography based on the mathematics of elliptic curves. The primary advantage of Elliptic Curve 
Cryptosystems over RSA is the absence of a sub-exponential-time algorithm that could solve the discrete 
logarithm problem (DLP) in the elliptic curve groups. Consequently, ECC can maintain the same level of 
security with a far smaller key size, therefore reducing processing overhead. In ECC we normally start with an 
affine point called Pm(x, y).These points may be the Base point (G) itself or some other point closer to the Base 
point. Base point implies it has the smallest(x, y) co-ordinates, which satisfy the EC. This paper presents a 
dynamic (One to N) mapping methods, a fast mapping method i.e., multiple mapping where message is mapped 
with ECC point. A fast mapping based on matrix approach for ECC is used. Security is enhanced by encrypting 
message using ElGamal encryption method. Therefore the alphanumeric characters message is mapped on to 
the points on an elliptic curve then mapping is performed using a Non-Singular matrix and the resultant matris 
is then encoded using ElGamal Encryption. The encoded message can be decrypted by ElGamal decryption 
technique and to get back the original message, the matrix obtained from ElGamal decoding is scalar multiplied 
with the inverse of Non-Singular matrix. This paper is organized as follows. The brief introduction to 
cryptography is provided in the section 1, section 2 describes cryptography concept using elliptic curves followed 
by the point operations, section 3 describes the matrix mapping method, section 4 describes ElGamal 
Cryptosystem and the modified cryptosystem in section 5 followed by simulation and results in section 6, section 
7 is about conclusion followed by references. 
 
2. Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was introduced in 1986 by Victor Miller and Neil Kolbitz as an alternative 
to other public key cryptosystem present such as RSA, ElGamal Cryptosystems, etc. The mathematical 
background of ECC is more complex and thus it provides greater security and more efficient performance than 
other public key cryptosystems. An elliptic curve E takes the general form as:  
y= x3 + ax + b (mod p)     (1) 
Where a, b are in the appropriate set (rational numbers, real numbers, integers mod p, etc.) and x, y are elements 
of the finite field GF (p), satisfying  
                                                         4a3 + 27b2 ≠ 0 (mod p)       (2) 
Where p is modular prime integer making the elliptic curve finite field.  
There are two basic group operations known as prime field arithmetic operations performed on elliptic curve 
which are.  
 
2.1 Prime Field Arithmetic 
 
The prime field GF(p) is the finite field whose elements are all the integers between 0 and p-1inclusive. For 
every a € GF(p) the following operations are defined as 
 
x Addition i.e., If a, b € GF(p) then a + b = r, where r € GF(p) and equals (a + b)modulo p. 
x Multiplication i.e., If a, b € GF(p) then a * b = r, where r € GF(p) and equals (a * b) modulo p. 
x Inversion i.e., If a is a non-zero element in GF(p), then a'1 = c € GF(p) such that a * c = 1 modulo p. 
 
Points whose coordinates (x, y) satisfy equation 2.1, along with the point of infinity P∞ (which is at the top 
of the y-axis), make up the set of rational points on curve E W. Trappe and L. Washington (2002).The negative 
of a point P is its reflection in the x-axis, i.e., -P = (x, -y). 
For elliptic curves over prime fields GF(p) with p > 3, the parameters a and b of eq. 2 should satisfy  the 
condition 4a3+27b2≠ 0 (mod p). D Hankerson et al.(2004). The condition is required to ensure that the curve is 
smooth, and there are no points at which the curve has two or more distinct tangent lines. The allowable point 
coordinates become integer modulo p. The standard representation of points on an elliptic curve E over prime 
fields is the Affine coordinates. The graphical representation of point addition is computed using Eq. 3, Eq. 4 
and Eq. 5 and the graphical representation of point doubling is computed using Eq.6, Eq.7 and Eq.8. 
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    λ= (Y2-Y1)*(X2-X1)-1      (3) 
X3 = λ2- X1- X2       (4) 
    Y3= λ(X1-X3)-Y1           (5) 
λ = (3X12+ a) * (2Y1)-1       (6) 
X3 = λ2-2X1                (7) 
Y3=λX1-X3)-Y1          (8) 
    
Point multiplication, or scalar multiplication, is higher in the hierarchy of ECC operations than the point addition 
and doubling. It is computed by performing a series of point additions and point doublings. A point ‘P’ is 
multiplied by a scalar k to yield the point ‘kP’. For example to compute ‘5P’ one would double ‘P’ twice to 
obtain ‘4P’ then add ‘P’ to the intermediate result to obtain ‘5P’. Various algorithms exist for point 
multiplication. When the point P is unknown the unknown point multiplication is used, whereas when the point 
is fixed, the known point multiplication is used. The known point multiplication is faster than the unknown point 
multiplication because certain fixed parameters are known. When two points are added or doubled in Affine 
coordinates I. Blake et al. (1999), we need to perform modular inversion to compute p, e.g.,(X2-X1)-1 or (2Y1)-1, 
in eq.3 and eq.6. Modular inversion is a computationally intensive operation, and it is required each time a point 
is added or doubled. There are alternative point representations that favour modular multiplications over 
inversions. 
 
3. Matrix Mapping Methodology 
 
A mapping method based on matrices is applied where the alphanumeric characters are mapped on to the points 
on an elliptic curve. The sender and receiver generally agree few common relationships i.e., parameters among 
them are shared. 
The parameters are generally shared are E (Fp) which is a set of points on an elliptic curve,  Generator point 
of the curve with set of the mapping points generated by the proposed algorithm. Apart from these a Non-
singular matrix, i.e. |A| ± 1 has only integer entries. 
The mapping method transforms the alphabetic characters into points on elliptic curve[P1(x1,y1), 
P2(x2,y2),…….., Pn(xn,yn)] 
Let m be the original message of length n. If n is divided by 3, then the points have to be padded with ∞, 
which represents space. An matrix of 3*r with entries as points r =n/3 and s = 2n/3 are considered and the 
matrix M is given as 
 
M=     (9) 
  
A non-singular matrix of 3*3, such that |A| ±1 is selected. 
 
    A=       (10) 
 
Using point addition and point doubling of EC points, we find Q = AM, which result in a set of points S 
where 
 S = [Q1(x1,y1), Q2(x2,y2),…….., Qn(xn,yn)]     (11) 
4. ElGamal Cryptosystem 
 
The ElGamal cryptosystem was originally developed in 1985 and is based on difficulty of discrete logarithm 
problem for finite fields. This system is very simple for two commutations (sender and receiver) in 
cryptography operation, since there is one sender operation and one receiver operation. Let E(F)be an Elliptic 
Curve group and let Pi be a point on E. The sender first selects a private key and generate a public key Q=kP. 
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Sender to encrypt and send a message Pm to receiver, receiver chooses a privatekey land produce the ciphertext 
Cm, such that Cm={C,lP} To decrypt the ciphertext, receiver performs 
C-k(lP)=Pm+eQ-l(kP)=Pm+l(kP)-k(lP)=Pm     (12) 
 
5. Implementation of Modified Cryptosystem 
 
In this section, we implement an efficient enciphering of plaintext. Our proposed Cryptosystem Algorithm is 
based on Elliptical Curve Cryptography with ElGamal Encryption and Matrix Mapping Methodology. The step 
by step process of encryption and decryption of the proposed cryptosystem is specified in the fig.3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3 Flow chart of the modified Cryptosystem 
 
The elliptic curve chosen in the cryptosystem is y2=(x3+x+13) mod 53 by choosing a=1, b=13 and p=53 in the 
general form of elliptic curve equation specified in equation 2. To find out the points on an elliptic curve we 
compute y2mod 53 for y= 0 to 53 and for x= 0 to 53, compute y2 =(x3+x+13) mod 53 and the values are 
presented in the table 1. 
The value of y2 in step2 is matched with that in step1 and if match is found, then the corresponding x and y 
becomes a point on an elliptic curve. Using ECs over GF(p) specified in the IEEE 1363 Standard specifications 
for Public-Key Cryptography [1], the points on the Elliptical Curve generated  are (0,15), (0,38), (1,11), (1,42), 
(3,19), (3,34), (4,9), (4,44), (5,14), (5,39),(9,3), (9,50), (10,4), (10,49), (12,2), (12,51), (14,11), (14,42), (15,8), 
(15,45), (16,16),(16,37),(19,1), (19,52), (23,15), (23,38), (24,9), (24,44), (25,9), (25,44), (27,22), (27,31), 
(30,15), (30,38),(31,7), (31,46), (32,18), (32,35), (33,7), (33,46), (34,5), (34,48), (35,24), (38,11), (38,42), 
(35,29), (39,8), (39,45), (40,20), (40,33), (42,7), (42,46), (43,13), (43,40), (44,21), (44,32), (48,25), (48,28), 
(50,6), (50,47), (52,8), (52,45), (53,15), (53,38), ∞. From the points on the EC generated we select a Generation 
point PGX = 4, PGY = 9 are selected and P, 2P, 3P………are calculated and these are mapped to the alpha 
numeric. For the above curve chosen, 65 points can be obtained including point at ∞. Here, the group is said to be 
cyclic, since the points repeat after 65 points. The Table 1 gives the set of points on an elliptic curve. Let P be 
the generator point of the group. Now, the preliminary mapping is performed. i.e., the alphabet in the given 
message is mapped initially on to the points on an elliptic curve. Thus the alphabet ‘A’ can be mapped as P = 
(4, 9), ‘b’ can be mapped as 28P = (15, 8), ‘4’ can be mapped as 56P = (16, 16), and so on. Finally the space 
‘sp’ can be mapped as 64P = (45, 9). Remaining 8 points can be used for mapping special characters or 
numbers. 
 
START 
ELGAMAL ENCRPTION 
CHOOSE AN ELLIPTICAL CURVE 
ELGAMAL DECRYPTION
POINT GENERATION
SECOND STAGE DEMAPPING     
M=A-1Q ARRANGE POINTS IN INCREASING ORDER P, 2P,…..etc. 
FIRST STAGE MAPPING A=P, B =2P,…..etc. 
FIRST STAGE DEMAPPING          
P=a, 2P=B,….etc
SELECTING MESSAGE AND GENERATING POINTS 
GENERATING MESSAGE 
SECOND STAGE OF MAPPING Q=AM 
 STOP 
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Table 1. Points on the Elliptic curve. 
Y Y2 mod 53 X Y2 = (x3 + x + 13) mod 53 
0 0 0 13 
1 1 1 15 
2 4 2 23 
3 9 3 43 
4 16 4 28 
5 25 5 37 
6 36 6 23 
7 49 7 45 
8 11 8 3 
9 28 9 9 
10 47 10 16 
11 15 11 30 
12 38 12 4 
13 10 13 50 
14 37 14 15 
15 13 15 11 
16 44 16 44 
17 24 17 14 
18 6 18 33 
19 43 19 1 
20 29 20 30 
21 17 21 20 
22 7 22 30 
23 52 23 13 
24 46 24 28 
25 42 25 28 
26 40 26 19 
27 40 27 7 
28 42 28 51 
29 46 29 51 
30 52 30 13 
31 7 31 49 
32 17 32 6 
33 29 33 49 
34 43 34 25 
35 6 35 46 
36 24 36 12 
37 44 37 35 
38 13 38 15 
39 37 39 11 
40 10 40 29 
41 38 41 22 
42 15 42 49 
43 47 43 10 
44 28 44 17 
45 11 45 23 
46 49 46 34 
47 36 47 3 
48 25 48 42 
49 16 49 51 
50 9 50 36 
51 4 51 3 
52 1 52 11 
53 0 53 13 
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Table 2. Mapping of alphanumeric character 
A=P = (4,9) B=2P = (30,38) C=3P = (44,32) D=4P = (42,46) E=5P = (43,13) F=6P = (5,14) 
G=7P = (16,37) H=8P = (9,50) I=9P = (50,6) J=10P = (10,49) K=11P = (1,11) L=12P = (19,1) 
M=13P = (39,45) N=14P = (14,11) O=15P = (52,45) P=16P = (34,48) Q=17P = (31,46) R=18P = (35,29) 
S=19P = (3,19) T=20P = (40,33) U=21P = (33,7) V=22P = (23,38) W=23P = (32,18) X=24P = (0,15) 
Y=25P = (38,42) Z=26P = (24,9) a=27P = (25,44) b=28P = (15,8) c=29P = (27,22) d=30P = (12,51) 
e=31P = (48,25) f=32P = (48,28) g=33P = (12,2) h=34P = (27,31) i=35P = (15,45) j=36P = (25,9) 
k=37P = (24,44) l=38P = (38,11) m=39P = (0,38) n=40P = (32,35) o=41P = (23,15) p=42P = (33,46) 
q=43P = (40,20) r=44P = (3,34) s=45P = (35,24) t=46P = (31,7) u=47P = (34,5) v=48P = (52,8) 
w=49P = (14,42) x=50P = (39,8) y=51P = (19,52) z=52P = (1,42) 1=53P = (10,4) 2=54P = (50,47) 
3=55P = (9,3) 4=56P = (16,16) 5=57P = (5,39) 6=58P = (43,40) 7=59P = (42,7) 8=60P = (44,21) 
9=61P = (30,15) 10=62P = (4,44) sp=63P = (45,9) 64P = ∞   
 
The mapped alphanumeric characters are selected to form a message of 9 characters, for., “Aeroplane” is 
mapped to EC points and is represented as 
M=      (13) 
 
The non-singular matrix A is selected as 
A=        (14) 
 
The matrix mapping is performed by scalar multiplication of non-singular matrix (A) with message (M) which is 
represented in eq. 15 
Q     (15) 
 
Based on the values of the message and Non-singular matrix, matrix mapping methodology is performed by 
multiplying these using scalar multiplications. The resultant matrix is considered as 2nd mapping performed on 
the message. These points are encrypted using ElGamal Encryption algorithm. The encrypted points are 
represented as    (C1, C2) = (lP, Q+l(kP) where the sender’s private key l is 11 and receiver’s private key k is 7 
is selected. The encrypted message is decrypted using ElGamal Decryption algorithm and the points C1, C2 are 
de-mapped to get the EC points which are again de-mapped to get back the original message. The inverse of 
non-singular matrix A is calculated and is as shown in eq. 16.By multiplying the decrypted  matrix mapped data 
with the inverse of non-singular matrix, the original message EC points are obtained which are de-mapped to 
get the original message given in eq.17. 
A-1=       (16) 
 
M = A-1*Q =    (17) 
The resultant message obtained in eq. 17 is de-mapped again to get the points on the curve equivalent ASCII 
characters i.e.: Aeroplane” is obtained at the receiver point. 
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6. Simulation Results 
 
The modified Cryptosystem is implemented and the results obtained for the message “Aeroplane” is shown in 
the table 3, which represents the simulation of the cryptosystem. The RTL implementation of the cryptosystem 
is shown in the figure 4 and figure 5. The modified Cryptosystem is coded in Verilog Hardware Description 
Language, synthesized using Xilinx 14.3 version, simulated using ISim and implemented on Vertex 5 FPGA 
kit.  
Table 3. Encryption and Decryption of Modified Cryptosystem. 
Character Point 
Pm 
Matrix Mapped 
points Q 
Encrypted 
points 
(C1,C2) 
Decrypted 
points 
D 
Point 
Pm 
Character 
A (4,9) (5,14) ((1,11),(32,18)) (5,14) (4,9) A 
e (48,25) (39,8) ((1,11),(42,46)) (39,8) (48,25) e 
r (3,24) (39,8) ((1,11),(42,46)) (39,8) (3,24) r 
o (23,15) (1,11) ((1,11),(15,8)) (1,11) (23,15) o 
p (33,46) (5,14) ((1,11),(32,18)) (5,14) (33,46) p 
l (38,11) (16,16) ((1,11),(10,49)) (16,16) (38,11) l 
a (25,44) (38,11) ((1,11),(9,3)) (38,11) (25,44) a 
n (32,35) (3,34) ((1,11),(30,15)) (3,34) (32,35) n 
e (48,25) (43,14) ((1,11),(45,9)) (43,14) (48,25) e 
 
  
\ 
 
Fig 4.  RTLBlock diagram modified Cryptosystem 
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Fig. 5 Expanded RTL Block diagram modified Cryptosystem. 
 
7. Conclusion 
In this work, a method of mapping alphabetic characters to an elliptic curve points by using a non-singular 
matrix is described. The mapping points are encrypted and decrypted using ECC technique. The obtained results 
show that the chosen method avoids the regularity in the resultant encrypted points. The mapping method avoids 
the cipher text which is transformed from plaintext matrix and ElGamal encryption improves the difficulty of 
decrypting. i.e, for an intruder it would be very difficult to guess on which points the alpha-numeric characters 
are mapped. It is thus concluded that the proposed cryptosystem guarantee the confidentiality of messages and 
provide better performance in this regard. The modified cryptosystem can be made till better by enhancing the 
ElGamal encryption algorithm or ECC algorithm 
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